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Abstract

[Context and Motivation] To date there are very few approaches for systematic requirements modelling of
software from a mental-well-being-awareness perspective. There are even less technological innovations
that address the need for mental-well-being-aware learning and teaching environment among Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics higher education (STEM HE) students. STEM HE student
that study computing would typically work with integrated development environments (IDEs) for
prolonged periods. This can make them more susceptible to technostress factors. Technostress is the
inability to cope in a healthy way with technology. Technostress factors threaten the long-term mental
health, productivity, and achievement outcomes of these students. [Question/Problem] In this paper,
our target problem is the lack of systematic requirements modelling support and design guidelines
for producing mental-well-being-aware IDEs that cater for technostress factors. [Contribution] We
address this problem by proposing a novel idea for a framework that includes guidance for modelling the
requirements for and designing the architectures of Well-being Integrated Development Environments
(WIDEs). WIDEs aims to communicate programming errors such as runtime and syntax errors in a
mental-well-being-aware manner.
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1. Introduction
Commonly used computing tools such as Integrated development environments (IDEs) are
important for STEM HE students to learn for their future careers. Prolonged usage of technological tools can lead to a higher prevalence of technostress factors among this cohort [1, 2].
Technostress is defined as the inability to adapt or cope with information and communication
technologies (ICTs) in a healthy manner [3]. If technostress is not addressed, it can lead to longterm deteriorated mental health, lower productivity, and deteriorated achievement outcomes
of these students. Additionally, research indicates a significant participation of students with
mental health issues in the STEM fields. [4, 5].
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To our knowledge, there are currently very few technological innovations that address the
need for mental-well-being-aware learning and teaching environment for STEM HE students.
Nevertheless, considering technostress factors when designing learning/teaching software is
integral to creating a mental-well-being-aware learning experience for STEM HE students. This
has motivated us to address the following target problem: the lack of systematic requirements
modelling and design guidelines for producing an IDE that communicates guidance, runtime errors,
and syntax errors in a mental-well-being-aware manner to computing HE students. To pave the
way to addressing this problem, we propose an idea to develop for a framework that aids in
designing Well-being Integrated Development Environments (WIDEs) which aim to address
technostress factors systematically when designing IDEs used by STEM HE students. Our work
aims to expand the communities of requirement modelling and software engineering with a
new track that treats mental-well-being as a quality of service dimension to be systematically
optimised for during requirements and software engineering. For this paper, we consider a
mental-well-being-aware IDE as one which does not impose a high level of technostress in its
users.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 motivates our work by highlighting the significance of mental health and stress issues among STEM students. Section 3 will give a short
motivating scenario to set the context which the WIDEs framework will target. Section 4 will
present the proposed components of the WIDEs framework, their roles, and steps envisioned
for producing these components. In Sections 5 and 6 we conclude the paper by a discussion of
the challenges for producing the WIDEs framework and how they can be addressed.

2. Motivation: Stress and Mental Health Issues in STEM
The literature on stress related to ICTs tends to focus on the phenomenon of technostress. The
negative consequences of technostress include increased anxious and depressive symptomatology, decreased motivation, and intention to quit [1], [2]. For instance, Chirikov et al. [1]
recently reported that over 1 in 3 STEM students are suffering from clinical levels of anxiety
and depression which impacted their work.
Hands-on programming practice is an integral part of STEM degrees. IDEs are the main tools
that students use in this practice. Repeated exposure to IDE related technostress in computing
students can therefore threaten longer-term mental health, productivity, and achievement
outcomes, justifying the need for systematic design guidelines for producing well-being-aware
IDEs. Several technology-related factors (summarised in Table. 1) have been identified as
determinants of technostress [6] and are important considerations for human interaction with
IDEs. Although previous studies have established the importance of technostress [1, 2, 6, 7] it is
not clear which characteristics of the technology create stress. The boundaries and relationship
between technology characteristics and stress is ambiguous. What is stressful for one person is
not necessarily stressful for another, with individual differences variables such as personality
characteristics, coping styles, self-esteem, self-efficacy, accounting for a high proportion of
variance in well-being [8]. Situational factors such as computer system performance, restricted
access to technology, or blurred boundaries between work and home life can also exacerbate
technostress [1, 6]. It is necessary therefore that the WIDEs framework is flexible and considers

Table 1
Definitions of technostress factors
Technostress factor
Definition
Techno-overload
When the technology usage results in high workload, resulting
in the user feeling forced to work faster and longer.
Techno-complexity
Whether the user feels competent enough to use a technological tool and achieve the desired results.
Techno-reliability
The perception of the consistency or dependability of the tool.
Pace of change
An individual’s perception of frequent tool-related changes
and upgrades.

how IDEs can be tailored to individual circumstances.

3. Motivating Scenario
Consider a scenario where a first-year undergraduate STEM student is studying online due to
COVID, personal, or work-related circumstances. These hours are all spent in a seated position
in front of a laptop screen where the laptop is used both for personal and educational purposes.
On any given weekday, about an hour is initially spent reading a programming task on the
screen which was asynchronously provided by the teacher. The task instructions include stepby-step instructions and screenshots of the outputs and inputs of each task. The screenshots
are in a different version of software from the one the student is using. The student therefore
spends about 2 hours researching how to install and set up an IDE that is compatible with their
laptop and how to translate the instructions from the given task to the IDE version at hand.
This initial task already exposes the student to techno-overload.
The following 2-3 hours are then spent to complete the given programming task after setting
up the required IDE. The written code now includes errors. The error is explained using technical
logs unreadable to the student. This common situation now leads to techno-complexity. Finally,
the student resorts to trial and error making insignificant changes every time in hope for the
program to produce the required output; eventually the output is as required. The student
however does not understand why. This now leads to techno-reliability issues since the IDE
was not consistent as far as the student is concerned. The above common narrative can happen
fully or partially on any given day for a STEM student or in fact for any student.
It is scenarios such as the above that motivate us to propose WIDEs in order to aid in reducing
some of the technostress factors that STEM HE students can experience when using “traditional"
IDEs.

4. WIDEs Framework Outline
In this section we outline the proposed components of the WIDEs framework. The framework
would comprise a requirements modelling language and design guidelines for tailoring the
design of an existing or new IDE to be mental-well-being-aware. Both components of the
framework are intended to be used iteratively together. Fig. 1 summarises the intended usage

Figure 1: Overview of the WIDEs framework usage: the green box indicates input to the WIDEs
framework; the blue boxes indicate components of the WIDEs framework; the yellow boxes indicate
activities to be done by software engineers using the WIDEs framework; the white box indicates an
activity to be done automatically within the WIDEs framework

of the WIDEs framework. Software engineers can create iterations of the model before they
embark on improving an IDE design. They can then choose to adopt some of the designs
from a proposed set of design guidelines. Upon adopting them, the modelling language can
then be used again to create updated versions of the IDE requirements model. Background
research, focus groups and surveys are required to refine the proposed features for each of the
components proposed below.

4.1. A Novel Mental-well-being-aware Software Requirement Modelling
Support
The role of this modelling support would be to capture mental- well-being as a priority of the
non-functional requirements engineering exercise. A model of an existing IDE’s requirements
can be created using this modelling language. This model will be the basis of enhancing the
design using guidelines from the next component of the framework described below. The
modelling support would include constructs to capture:
• Complexity of data displayed to the IDE user.
• Mental-well-being impact of each IDE component.
• Mental-well-being impact of each user-IDE interaction.
Existing interventions and guidance for incorporating mental-well-being into software design
either focus on changing the user’s behaviour and/or on changing the layout of a software
without eliciting the requirements systematically [9, 10, 11]. Producing such modelling support
requires the following activities:
1. Examining state-of-art requirements modelling languages and leveraging them with the
above constructs. The state-of-the-art modelling languages include but are not limited to:
goal-oriented, feature-oriented, aspect-oriented, object-oriented.
2. Developing a graphical and/or textual notation to enable efficient use of the modelling
language by software engineers.

3. Developing a set of mapping rules to facilitate translating requirement models from other
modelling languages to our modelling language.
4. Evaluating our language for expressiveness, our notation for flexibility, and our mapping
rules for comprehensiveness among other criteria.

4.2. Novel Mental-well-being-aware Architectural Design Guidelines
The role of this set of guidelines would be to aid software engineers in improving the overall
mental-well-being-awareness of existing or prospective IDEs, thereby transforming their IDE to
a WIDE. The guidelines would be categorised according their focus: data complexity, component
design and/or user-IDE interaction.
The choice of adopting guidelines introduced in this component would be up to the software
engineer designing the IDE. At a high level, software engineers would use the modelling support
to identify “hot-spots” in the IDE design which have a particularly negative technostress impact.
Guidelines can then be used to refine the requirements in this hot-spots.
Producing this set of guidelines requires the following:
1. Examining current classical software design practices and analysing whether they can
be tailored into more mental-well-being-aware guidelines. The tailored version of the
practice should be described using the aforementioned modelling notation. In this way,
the link between both contributions will become apparent allowing both the modelling
language and the design guidelines to fit under a packaged WIDEs framework.
2. Qualitatively evaluating the tailored guidelines for their flexibility and coverage among
other criteria. Software engineers can be included at this stage of the evaluation. Surveys
and/or focus groups with software engineers can be conducted to assess the practicality
and understandability of both the modelling language and the design guidelines.

5. Discussion and Road map
In this section we summarise the WIDEs framework implementation challenges and potential
solutions for them. In particular:
• Identifying evaluation metrics to quantify mental-well-being impact
• Setting a representative evaluation case study
• Identifying and recruiting a representative and inclusive sample of STEM students to act
as sample end users.
To address the challenges above we propose the following steps for a controlled experiment
evaluation of the WIDEs framework:
1. Identifying relevant IDEs for comparative assessment. A combination of mixed-methods
(qualitative and quantitative), subjective data collection, and objective biometric measurements will be used to profile the user experience, satisfaction and cognitive interaction
with the IDEs using an initial testing cohort of users.

2. Using the above as a basis for creating a heuristic of key issues that would have to be
addressed in a mental-well-being-aware IDE and thereafter producing the initial WIDEs
framework.
3. Creating controlled version(s) of the IDE where the WIDEs framework is not used and a
mental-well-being-aware IDE version of the IDE where the WIDEs framework is applied.
4. Using an iterative software development lifecycle, the WIDE heuristics will be systematically addressed until a final mental-well-being-aware IDE is produced.
5. Profiling the interaction of the initial testing cohort and/or a subset of them with the
mental-well-being-aware IDE produced.
6. Evaluating the produced IDE in two ways. Firstly, mixed methods and biometric approaches outlined in point 1 will be used with the initial testing cohort of IDE users.
Secondly, evaluation will also be conducted with a fresh cohort of “tissue testers" who
have not previously experienced the IDE or the mental-well-being-aware IDE produced.
The aim of this evaluation is to study the mental-well-being impact of WIDE compared
to IDE usage.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we present our vision for a framework that aids in designing Well-being Integrated
Development Environments (WIDEs). We present an outline for WIDEs’ components, shed
the light on implementation challenges and possible solutions for them. Once these challenges
are addressed, we intend to investigate the suitability of our framework for software products
beyond IDEs and eventually beyond teaching and learning environments.
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